
STAY ACTIVE AT HOME
HALF TERM BOOKLET

“Challenge, Evolve, Inspire”



Stay Active in Half Term

This is a booklet of things you can do during 

half term to stay active. It’s important to 

do some form of exercise every day for 

your physical and mental wellbeing. If you 

are in a good routine already, that’s great, 

continue what you are doing, but if not, get 

started now!
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Track what you eat

 Throughout the week, track what you eat and try to keep a balanced diet. 

This will allow you to assess whether you are eating the right foods and 

getting your 5 a day! 



CPA Lockdown Challenge

 There are many CPA challenges on Google Classroom for all the CPA subjects; the 
new PE challenge this week is:

 PE Challenge 2

Skills and Drills

Description

Choose a sport/s of your choice and complete 2 or 3 skills and drills to show us a 
variety of fitness components. These can show anything from the following: 
Speed
Agility
Balance
Co-ordination
Strength
Power
Flexibility

These drills can be anything from dribbling in out of cones, keepy-uppy's, 
gymnastic/dance routines, passing, shooting or any kind of skill or drill from one 
or different sports. 



Indoor/Outdoor circuits

 Try and complete a different circuit everyday:

 Monday: Joe Wicks https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXOZS3AKKOw

 Tuesday: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l1W0HNrG7_E&t=177s

 Wednesday: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qudd1PE1UrQ&disable_polymer=true

 Thursday: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_OBdUPFY_Y4

 Friday: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f0e4p5S6Ugo

You don’t have to do all of them but try to do some of them over the week and 

remember you don’t need weights, improvise with other household objects.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l1W0HNrG7_E&t=177s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qudd1PE1UrQ&disable_polymer=true
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_OBdUPFY_Y4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f0e4p5S6Ugo


5k Challenge

 The Riddlesdown 5k Challenge will continue throughout the year and we want 

as many of you to get out and complete 5k. There are many different ways 

you can do this:

 Walk the dog

 Family Walk

 Run

 Cycle



Couch to 5k Challenge

 If you don’t like running or are scared to get going, try the couch to 5k 

challenge and build up slowly. Lots of people are trying this and you can 

slowly build up your stamina.



Skills and Sports

 Sports we can play:

 Tennis

 Golf

 Cycling

 Running

 Sports you could do with a family 
member:

 Netball

 Football

 Rugby

 Basketball

 Cricket

 Hockey

 And many more

Now that we can get outside a bit more, why 

don’t you play one of the sports we are 

allowed to, or work on your skills in the park 

with a family member or by yourself.



Stay Safe and Stay Active

 Exercise is a great way to relieve stress and make you feel good, so get 

outside and get your fitness levels up. It doesn’t matter what ability you are, 

40 minutes of exercise a day will go a long way. Set yourself goals to achieve 

throughout and as you make progress, your confidence will improve. 

 I hope everyone is coping as well as possible in these strange times and we 

hope to see you all soon. Stay safe and stay active! 


